Program Additions

Monday, September 5

2–3 p.m.  Sustainability Information Session
Center for Environment, Ecological Design & Sustainability, Wright Hall
Interested in environmental sustainability? So is Smith! Come visit CEEDS for an interactive information session and learn what resources and opportunities Smith offers for students to engage in sustainability efforts and initiatives. Discover how you can become a part of the sustainability community on campus through programs such as the House Sustainability Representatives and the Smith College Green Team.

3–4 p.m.  Sustainability Information Session
Center for Environment, Ecological Design & Sustainability, Wright Hall
Interested in environmental sustainability? So is Smith! Come visit CEEDS for an interactive information session and learn what resources and opportunities Smith offers for students to engage in sustainability efforts and initiatives. Discover how you can become a part of the sustainability community on campus through programs such as the House Sustainability Representatives and the Smith College Green Team.